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SUMMARY

A detailed study into the development of a three phase motor

drive, inverter and microprocessor controller using a scalar

control method. No mathematical modelling of the system was

done as the drive was built around available technology.

The inverter circuit is of a Vo~tage source inverter

configuration whicp uses MOSFETs switching at a base frequency

of between 1.2 KHz and 2 KHz.

Provision has been made for speed control and dynamic braking

for special applications, since the drive is not going to be

put into a specific application as yet, it was felt that only

a basic control should be implemented and space should be left

for special requests from prospective customers.

The pulses for the inverter are generated from the HEF 4752

I.e. under the control of the micro processor thus giving the

processor full control over the inverter and allowing it to

change almost any parameter at any time.

Although the report might seem to cover a lot of unimportant

ground it is imperative that the reader is supplied with the

back-ground information in order to understand where A.e.

drives failed in the past and where A.e. drives are heading in

the future. As well as where this drive seeks to use available

technology to the best advantage.
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This Thesis covers only a small part of the research presently

under way in Europe, the U.S.A, Japan and other countries. It

seeks to apply some of this research in one of the best ways

with components which are available locally, in a drive

developed for the "small", low power, applications in South

Africa.
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OPSOMMING

'n Indiepte ondersoek van 'n drie-fasige motor aandrywer;

omskakelaar en mikro-beheerder, wat gebruik maak van skaal

beheer-metode is gedoen. Geen wiskundige beheer-model is van

hierdie stelsel gedoen nie, aangesien die aandrywer deur

middel van bestaande tegnologie ontwerp is.

Die omskakelaar si;.roombaan is 'n spannings-bron in omskakel

konfigurasie. Die omskakelaar maak gebruik van 'MOSFETs' wat

tussen 'n frekwensie van 1,2kHz tot 2kHz skakel.

Voorsiening is gemaak vir spoed beheer en dinamiese remming,

indien omstandighede dit sou verlang. Aangesien die aandrywer

nie in spesifieke omstandighede gebruik gaan word nie, is daar

gevoel dat slegs 'n basiese stelsel vir hierdie doel ontwerp

gaan word. Voorsienning is egter gemaak vir verdere

ontwikkiling van hierdie stroombaan in die toekoms, indien 'n

klient dit sou verlang.

'n 'HEF4752' ge-intigreerde stroombaan verskaf die omskakelaar

pulse. Hierdie vlokkie word deur die mikrobeheerder beheer,

wat beteken dat enige parameter ter enige tyd verander kan

word.

Dit is belangrik dat die leser van hierdie verslag oor 'n

deeglike agtergrond-kennis van wisselstroom aandrywers beskik.

Die leser sal moet verstaan wat die tekortkomings was in die

verlede; die toekomstige doelwitte en hoe hierdie ontwerp

bestaande tegnologie tot maksimum voordeel gebruik.
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Hierdie verslag behandel slegs 'n klein gedeelte van die

huidige ontwikkeling in Europa; die VSA; Japan en ander

nywerheids lande. Di t streef daarna om van hierdie navors lng

toe te pas deur plaaslik beskikbare komponente te gebruik in

'n lae-krag wisselstroom aandrywer, geskik Vlr dir Suid

Afrikaanse mark.
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List of F'r-in.cipa.l Symbols

Lower case letters normally refer to instantaneous quantities

and upper-case letters refer to constants, or average, rms, or

peak values. Subscripts and superscript relate to particular

circuits or systems concerned. Sometimes one symbol represents

more than one quantity.

f Frequency (Hz)

If Machine field current

IL Rms load current

IIll Rms magnetising current

Ip Rms active current

Ia Rms reactive current

I r Rms rotor current referred to the stator

Is Rms stator current

T Moment of inertia

Vg Rms air gap

v Instantaneous supply voltage

Xc Commutating reactance

Xr Rotor reactance

Xs Synchronous reactance

XIs Stator leakage reactance

XI r Rotor leakage reactance
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6 duty cycle ratio

8 Angle or torque angle

L s Stator inductance

Lr Rotor inductance

Ll s Stator leakage inductance

Ll r Rotor leakage inductance

n Turns ratio

Ne Stator synchronous speed (rpm)

Nr Rotor electrical speed (rpm)

P Number of poles (also active power)

P~ Air gap power

Pm Mechanical output power

Psl Slip power

Q Slip power

Rr Rotor resistance

R s Stator resistance

S Slip per unit

Te Developed torque

Tl Load torque

Ts Sampling time

V Rms supply voltage

Vf Induced emf

We Stator frequency (rad/s)

Wm Rotor mechanical speed (rad/s)

Wr Rotor electrical speed [(P/2) w.l(rad/s)

Wsl Slip frequency (rad/s)
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Cha.pter l

I=trodu.ctiorl.

The control of D.G. motors requires a variable D.G. voltage

which can be obtained from D.G. choppers or controlled

rectifiers. These voltage controllers are simple, cheap and

easy to control. D.G. motors however are relatively expensive

and require more maintenance, due to wear in the brushes and

commutators. Although D.G. motors are expensive D.G. drives

are used in many industrial applications because of their

ability to deliver relatively large torque at low speeds.

The A.G. motor has a number of advantages over the D.G. motor.

To name but a few:

* They are lighter

* Less expensive

* Of lower maintenance because they have no commutators
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The A.C. motor requ~res a complex control system. This system

is an interdisciplinary technology which embraces many areas,

including power semiconductor devices, A.C. machines,

converter circuits, control theory and signal electronics.

Because of the expertise required and due to the fact that

component costs have been expensive in the past, A.C. drives

had become expensive to develop. More recently with the advent

of the microproce!,!sor and VLSI circuits it is possible to

develop cheap electronic controllers for A.C. drives.

This thesis will discuss in-depth some of the theory and how

it was employed to produce an A.C. drive in the low power

range. It should also be noted that although this inverter

will not be able to drive large power motors of above 10 KW

the control and interface circuitry can be standard throughout

a whole range of inverters so that only the power circuit will

need to change.

A block diagram of an A.C. drive is shown in figure 1.1 and

consists of three main components:

" Motor

" Power Circuit (The Converter and Inverter)

" Controller

Each of these components contributes to the whole system and

each will be dealt with separately.
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380 V
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Figure 1.1: BASIC A.C. DRIVE SYSTEM
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Cha-pt.er 2

A.C. Ma-c:h.:i..:n.es

2.J.. I :n. t. r c> d.u, c: t. .:i.. c> :n.

The A.C. motor is obviously the heart of any A.e. adjustable

speed drive and understanding its characteristics is mandatory in

designing any A. C. drive. The dynamic behaviour of the A. C.

machine is considerably more complex than that of the D.e.

machine.

In this chapter we will be looking at the basic static and

dynamic characteristics of the induction motor; also an in-depth

look at the performance characteristics with emphasis on variable

speed applications. This is to note whether or not it is possible

for an A.C. motor with the right control to emulate a D.e. motor.
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2·.2

Figure 2.1 shows an idealised three phase two pole induction

motor where each phase in the stator and rotor windings has a

concentric coil. The stator windings are supplied with balanced

three phase A. C. voltage, which induces current in the short

circuit rotor winding by induction or transformer action.

Rotor

.'.
•

".

_ o'r

...
••••

..

Stator

Figure 2.1: IDEALISED THREE-PHASE TWO POLE INDUCTION MOTOR
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Assuming that there are no harmonics due to non-ideal

distribution of windings and non-sinusoidal voltage and current

waves , it has been shown that the stator establishes a spatially

distributed sinusoidal flux density wave in the air gap at

synchronous speed given by [Ref.l]:

= 120 f.
P

where N. is the speed in rpm, f. the stator frequency in hertz,

and P is the number of poles. Since the rotor is initially

stationary, its conductors are subjected to a sweeping magnetic

field, thus inducing a rotor current at the same frequency. It is

this interaction of the air gap flux with the rotor magnetomotive

force (mmf) which produces torque in the induction machine. At

synchronous speed there is no induction and thus no torque can be

produced. At any other speed Nr , the speed differential N.-N r

creates slip, and correspondingly the per unit slip S is defined

as [Ref. I] :

s = N. - Nr = w. - Hr =~
Ne We We

The exact formula for torque produced can be shown to be [Ref.l]:
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So far the explanation given helps to develop a "transformer

like" per phase equivalent circuit as shown in figure 2.2 which

is extremely important for the steady state analysis [Ref.?].

Ideal
Rs LIs I r 1 : nS Lt 1 r

----e=J-L-J-

t c=JiIs 10
le I.

R. [
1 r

V. J V'r=nSV. oR'rVs L.

I
Stator Rotor

(a)

Rs LIs V. I r LI r

Is
le

Vs L. RrlS

I r

(b)

Figure 2.2: PER PHASE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF INDUCTION MOTOR
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From this model it can be proved that the following formulas

apply [Ref.l]:

Input power Pin = 3 VsI s cose

Stator copper loss Pis = 312 sRs

Core loss Plc = 3 ~
Ra

Power across air gap Pg = 312 r (R r /S)

Rotor copper loss Pl r = 312 r Rr

Output power Po = Pg - Pl r

Shaft Power Psh = Po - PFW

Where PFW is friction and windage loss. Since the power is the

product of developed torque Te and speed, Te can be expressed

as [Ref. 1 ] :

=1..-
W"

= 3 ~ Pr h
2 SWe

where W. = (2/P)wr is the rotor mechanical speed (rad/s). By

substitution [Ref.I]

Te = ~
2

This indicates that torque can be calculated from the air gap

power by knowing the stator frequency. The power Pg is often

defined as torque in synchronous watts.
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The equivalent circuit of Fig 2.2 can be simplified to that of

fig 2.3 where the core loss resistor has been dropped out of

the magnetising inductance L m and it has been transferred to

the input. The approximation is only valid for integral horse

power machines [1] where I (R s + jWe Ll s) I<<weL m. From figure

2.3 the current can be found as [Ref.1]:

I r =

And again by substitution:

Te = 3 ~
2

Rs

~Rr/S

Figure 2.3: APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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Torqu.e speed cu.r-v-e

If the motor is supplied from a fixed voltage at a constant

frequency, the developed torque is a function of the slip and

the torque speed characteristic can be determined from the

equation:

= 3 l'
2

w.
w,-

w. w.w,

TORQUE
en) - Plugglng- - Molorlng- - Regeneration -

....XIIllUIll or
.r•• 1I; do." Torqua

Tu

SPEED

et.rUnD Torqua
nu) Slip 8ynC"'OllOua " ••d

, ~;;;;;:::::::::2._-0~_..:':"~--:.a~';O~~/~---------"".
w,... '0

To.

Figure 2.4: TORQUE SPEED CHARACTERISTIC AT CONSTANT VOLTAGE
AND FREQUENCY
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A typical plot of the developed torque as a function of the

slip or speed is shown in figure 2.4. There are three regions

of operation:

1. Motoring:

In motoring, the motor rotates in the same direction as

the field; and as the slip increases, torque also

increases, the torque also increases while the air gap

flux remains constant. Once the torque reaches its

maximum value, T. at s = s. the torque decreases,

with the increase in slip due to reduction of the air

gap flux.

2. Regeneration:

In regeneration, the speed is greater than the

synchronous speed, with Ws being in the same direction,

and the slip is negative. Therefore Rr/s is negative.

This means that power is being fedback from the shaft

into the rotor circuit and the motor operates as a

generator. The torque speed curve is similar to that of

motoring, but having negative torque value.

3. Plugging:

In plugging, the rotational speed is opposed to the

direction of the field rotation therefore the slip is

greater than unity. This may happen if the sequence of

the supply is reversed, while motoring, so that the

direction of the field is also reversed. The developed

torque, which is in the same direction as the field,

- 20 -



opposes the motion and acts as a braking torque.

Because s>l, the motor currents will be high, but

torque low.

If s(l, s2«s2. we can derive an equation which gives torque

as a function of speed [Ref.4]:

Wr = Ws (1 - (S.Te /2Te .})

It can be shown that if the motor operates with small slip,

the developed torque is proportional to slip and the speed

decreases with torque, therefore speed and torque can be

varied by one of the following means:

1. Stator voltage control (Section 2.5)

2. Current control (Section 2.4)

3. Rotor voltage control (Section 2.7)

4. Frequency control (Section 2.8)
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2.5

The following equation derived from the torque equation where

SH [Ref.l]:

Te = Rr (bV s )2

Sw" (R s + R r /S)2 + w2 .(Ll s +Ll r )2

indicates that the torque is proportional to the square of the

stator supply voltage and a reduction in stator voltage will

produce a reduction in speed.

Figure 2.5 shows the typical torque speed characteristic for

various values of b. The points of intersection define the

stable operation points. This type of voltage control is NOT

suitable for a CONSTANT torque load and is normally applied to

situations requiring low starting torque and a NARROW range of

speed at a relatively low slip.
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Torque
T.
Tem pu

1.0 -~---_.---------

tOO"" Slator Vl)lhll'
0.7&

1.0 V.

0.'
0.75 V.

O.lli V.
0.215

O.2lli V.

Speed
w,

'.W; pw

Figure 2.5: TORQUE SPEED CURVES WITH VARIABLE STATOR VOLTAGE
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C-u.r-r-en.t Con.tr-ol

Instead of controlling the stator voltage, the stator current

can be controlled directly 50 as to control the developed

torque. With current control, the ·torque characteristic

depends on the relative distribution of magnetising current

and rotor current for a fixed stator current magnitude but is

independent of stator parameters R s and Lis. The distribution

is affected by the inverse ratio of parallel impedances, which

in turn are dependent on frequency and slip [Ref.I].

Torque
::ea,. ,,1,1

a.• 1.0

; .
; '1'l:lrll". a, ,.ta" I.

: _JIPtoul utur.tlon

a.a

1.0 'Ul

a••a.•

1.G I'll

v•• 1.0 pu

Torqu. 01,1'''' at ,alad volla;_

......

, .a

0.'

0.715

0.21 ,---

Speed
J!! puw.

Figure 2.6: TORQUE SPEED CURVES WITH VARIABLE STATOR CURRENT
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It can be shown that the maximum torque depends on the square

of the current and is approximately independent of the

frequency. The typical torque speed characteristics are shown

in figure 2.6. As the speed increases the stator voltage rises

and torque increases. The torque can be controlled by the

stator current and slip. If saturation of the machine is

neglected, the torque rises to a high value and then decreases

to zero with a -steep slope at synchronous speed. In a

practical machine the saturation will limit. the developed

torque as shown. A torque curve with the rated voltage can be

intersected at two different points (point A or B) for the

same torque demand. Because of lower slip at point "B", the

rotor currents will be lower and the air gap flux will be

somewhat higher, causing partial saturation. This will result

in higher core loss and harmonic torque pUlsation (common in

Current Source Inverters). Overall operation at "A" is more

desirable, but point "A" is on the unstable region of the

torque curve. Close loop control is therefore mandatory

[Ref.l].
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In a wound rotor motor, an external three phase resistor may

be connected to its slip rings as shown in figure 2.7. The

developed torque may be varied by varying the resistance, Rx .

If Rx is referred to the stator winding and added to Rr , the

equation [Ref.4]:

T e ==
RrCbV.)2

may be applied to determine the developed torque. The typical

torque speed characteristics for variations in rotor

resistance are shown in Fig 2.8.

81810r

Inpul

\ Rolor

Figure 2.7: SPEED CONTROL BY ROTOR RESISTANCE
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Rx Increasing

Torque
T.

T;m PIl

0.75

0.'

0.25

Slip--0

0 Speed
w,
Wo '0

Figure 2.8: SPEED CONTROL BY ROTOR RESISTANCE

This method has been and still is in wide use, since it

increases starting torque and decreases starting current;

however the system is very inefficient. There would be an

inbalance in the stator voltage and current if the resistors

in the rotor circuit were not equal.

Two famous drive circuits use this principal namely the

"Static Kramer" and "Static Scherbius" drives. These are

normally used on large drive systems, due to their bulkiness.
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Opeora-t:i..==

If the stator frequency is increased beyond the rated value,

the torque-speed curves, derived from the equation [Ref.l]:

Te ~ 3 P
2

h Vs
SWe (H. + Hr IS)2 + w2e(Ll. +Ll r )2

can be plotted as shown in figure 2.9 [Ref.l].

,..

0.215

0.7e

•••

Frequency
"'.Wi""

2

Figure 2.9: TORQUE SPEED CURVES AT VARIABLE FREQUENCY

r .,,- \ / V\ .
\/ /.

"
, " '-,

/ '-"
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The air gap flux and stator current decrease as frequency

increases, and the maximum torque developed (Te .) decreases.

The maximum torque as a function of slip can be derived from

the torque (T e ) equation (Ref.I).

= 3 P V2 s
4 We {(R s 2 + w2 e (Ll s +Llr)2 + R.)

Where WsI m = Rr/LI r is the slip frequency at maximum torque.

The equation shows T em W2 1r to be a constant, thus the machine

behaves like a D.e. series motor in variable frequency

operation.

If an attempt is made to decrease the supply frequency at

rated voltage, the air gap flux will saturate, causing

excessive stator current. Therefore, the region below the base

frequency Wb should be accompanied by a corresponding

~reduction of stator voltage so as to maintain constant air gap
) '\

:'\"0~. I,~ j '.

't--~ flux. Figure 2.10 shows the plot of torque speed curves where
.,......~'=~-

::J.-------"
, the Vs/we (Volts/herts) ratio remains constant. The maximum

torque remains approximately valid except in the low frequency

region where the air gap flux is reduced by the stator

impedance drop and therefore it has to be compensated for by

an additional voltage boost so as to produce maximum torque.
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Since the motor is operated at constant air gap flux 1n

constant torque region, the torque sensitivity per ampere of

stator current is high, permitting fast transient response of

the drive system. In spite of low inherent starting torque for

base frequency operation, the machine can always be started at

maximum torque, as indicated in figure 2.10.

Frequency

Figure 2.10: TORQUE SPEED CURVES AT CONSTANT VOLTS/HERTZ
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The different regions of torque speed curves of a practical

drive system with a variable voltage, variable frequency

supply are shown in figure 2.11 and the corresponding voltage

frequency relationship in figure 2.12.

Conl,nt Torque
Raglon

ratll • OOn't'nt

Torque

;:. '11
,

ConU,"' Po••r ,EqUiValent D.e . ••rI., ,,& w. ~ ConU''''1 WOlor op."tlon

1...-------1 ~

-------_ ... --.-._---.-.------->..

,.. 2.'
Frequency

w.
Wb pv

Figure 2.11: REGIONS OF TORQUE SPEED CURVES
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Voltage
v.
v..... pr.l

>..

Torqlla

To \

BlalCl' drop

CO"p.nt.tlOn

l
/!

/

>..

8t.tOt Volt.g ..

v.
I

Sl.tor I)urt.n'
10

\
....... 1!I11p

••• Frequency
woiib pU

Figure 2.12: VOLTAGE FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIP OF INDUCTION MOTOR

At the right edge of the constant torque region, the stator

will reach the rated voltage-value before the machine can

enter the constant power region. In the constant power region,

the air gap flux decreases, but the stator current is

maintained constant by increasing slip. This is equivalent to

the field weakening mode done in a separately excited D.e.

motor. At the edge of the constant power region, the breakdown

torque Te • is reached and then the machine speed can be

increased by increasing the frequency as shown in figure 2.12

with a reduction of stator current.
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2.9

From the information supplied thus far, one method stands out

above the rest, that is the method of the constant volts/herts

relationship. Not only does it operate similarly to a

separately excited D.e. motor over its full operational range,

but because the motor is operating at a constant air gap flux

in the constant torque region it permits a fast transient

response of the drive system.
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Cha..pt.t3r 3

I=-v-t3rt.t3rs

With advances in Technology three types of Converter circuits

have come to the fore:

*

*

*

The Cycloconverter

The voltage source inverter

The current source inverter

The Cycloconverter is a well known method of controlling

induction motors. With advancing technology it has become well

established in the larger motor drive range where torque and

not speed is the criterion. Normally used in low speed drives

larger than 500 KW.

Between the latter two techniques a decision had to be made

as to which should be implemented in this project.

A Current Fed Inverter (CFI) requires a stiff D.C. current

source at the input, which is in contrast to the stiff voltage

source desirable in a Voltage Fed Inverter (VFI). For a basic

diagram of the Current Fed Inverter refer to figure 3.1 and

for a Voltage Source Inverter refer to figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: CURRENT SOURCE INVERTER

Figure 3.2: VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER
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C~rre=t Fed Vers~s Volt~ge

I=-v-erters

Note that a voltage fed inverter can operate in the current

control mode by adding a current feedback loop. Similarly, a

current fed inverter can operate in voltage control mode, if

desired, by adding a voltage control loop. The definition of

the voltage fed and current fed inverters is the basis of the

question as to whether the D.e. supply is a voltage source or

current source. The two classes of inverters have duality in

many aspects. A summary comparison of the two c lasses of

inverters can be given as follows (This comparison helped in

the design of the inverter):

1. In a current fed inverter. the inverter is more

interactive with the load, and therefore a close match

between the inverter and machine is desirable. For

example, the inverter requires a low leakage

inductance, unlike that of the voltage fed inverter,

because this parameter directly influences the inverter

commutation process. A large leakage inductance of

machine filters out harmonics in a

inverter, but in a current fed inverter

voltage fed

it lengthens

the current transfer interval and worsens the voltage

spike problem. The thyristors and diodes of the

inverter may require series connection to combat the

spike voltage, which may be several times the peak

counter emf.
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2. In a current fed inverter because the motor forms part

of the commutation circuit, commutation is load

dependent thus it is time consuming. As a result, the

commutation-angle of "force-commutated inverters"

becomes large at light load and high frequency, thereby

restricting the highest frequency of operation.

3. The current fed inverter has inherent four quadrant

operation capability and does not require extra power

components. On the other hand a voltage fed inverter

requires a line commutated inverter connected in

inverse parallel with the rectifier for regeneration or

a pulsed resistor across the D. C. link for dynamic

braking. In case of a mains power failure, the

regenerated power in the current fed inverter cannot be

absorbed in the line and therefore the machine speed

can only be reduced mechanically. For a voltage fed

inverter, however, dynamic braking is applicable in

line power failure conditions.

4. A current fed inverter is more rugged and reliable and

problems such as shoot-through fault do not exist. A

momentary short circuit in the load and misfiring of

the thyristors are acceptable, as the inverter is

current limited by the controlled input rectifier (see

figure 3.1). Fault interruption by gate circuit

suppression is simple and straight forward.
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5. In the current fed inverter thyristors have to

withstand reverse voltage during part of the cycle and

therefore such devices as GTOs, power MOSFETs,

transistors and IGBTs cannot be used. Due to large turn

off time, the thyristors can be of the inexpensive

rectifier grade instead of expensive inverter grade

thyristors required for voltage fed inverters.

6. The control of current fed inverters. especially for

commonly used auto sequential commutated inverters and

load commutated inverters. is simple and similar to the

phase controlled line commutated converters.

7. Multi-machine load on a single inverter or multi

inverter load on a single rectifier is very difficult

with current fed inverters. An industrial drive usually

consists of one rectifier, one inverter and one machine

system. In applications where multi-machine or multi

inverter capability is required, a voltage fed inverter

may prove economical.

8. Current fed inverters have a sluggish dynamic

performance compared to Pulse Width Modulator (PWM)

voltage source inverters. The stability problem is more

severe at light loads and high frequency conditions. On

the other hand, stability problems are minimal in

voltage fed inverters and the drive can operate in open

loop.
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9. The torque pulsations in the current inverter cause

harmonic heating problems which are more severe at low

frequency operation.

10. The successful operation of the current fed inverters

requires that a minimum load should always remain

connected. The inability to operate at no load

invalidates their application in general purpose power

supply application such as in a UPS system.

After considering the above conditions it was decided to

develop a Voltage Source Inverter for the following reasons:

1. It has greater stability

2. It has a wider range of operating frequency

3. The ease with which the constant vol ts/herts control

method can be implemented.

4. It is more efficient.
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A voltage source inverter is characterised by a stiff D.e.

voltage supply at the input. The D.C. supply may be fixed or

variable. The inverter application may include adjustable

speed A.C. drives, regulated voltages and frequency power

supplies, UPS and induction heating.

In a voltage fed inverter, the power semiconductor devices

always show constant forward bias due to the D. C. supply

voltage, therefore some type of forced commutation is

mandatory when using thyristors. Alternatively self

commutating with base or gate drive is possible when using

GTOs, MOSFETs, transistors or IGBTs.

Voltage source inverters can be divided into two major types:

1. Square-wave type

2. Voltage and frequency controlled type

The latter was chosen as it is the better method of control

when using the constant vol ts/herts relationship. It can be

implemented by the following two methods:

1. A Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) method

2. A Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) method
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For the voltage control of a PAM method, only the former

method is applicable. If the A.e. supply is rectified to D.e.,

there are two possible schemes, using

1. a phase controlled rectifier with filter

2. a diode rectifier chopper with filters.

With a phase controlled rectifier, the A.e. line side

harmonics are high and power factor deteriorates at reduced

voltage. In the latter case the power has to be converted

twice but high line side power factor with near unity

displacement factor is possible. The PWM method is used, since

it does not convert the energy twice.

The variation of D.e. link voltage will not cause any problems

in self commutated inverter operation using GTOs, MOSFETs or

transistor devices.
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3.3

In the past, sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) speed

control systems for three phase A.C. motors have been produced

in a number of different forms and by as many methods. Figure

3.3 shows the general principle of PWM where an isosceles

triangle carrier wave is compared with a fundamental frequency

modulating sine wave, and the natural points of intersection

determine the switching points of the power devices on the

output bridge.

Vp

Sinewave
signal

wl

I

I

I Upper

t+ thyr.istor
on

o~.L--l+--+l---j--f--++--t--f-.....L_--
wl

Per phase output
voltage (with respect

to de center tap)

-+if--
Lower

thyristor
on

Figure 3.3: PRINCIPLE OF SINUSOIDAL PWM WITH NATURAL SAMPLING
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Advanced Technology has allowed the generation of the PWM

signal for inverters in using basically three methods:

1. A large scale integration device such as the HEF 4752

2. A peripheral component which has to be continually

serviced by a micro processor to provide for the wave

form generation. Such is the SLE 4520.

3. A software intensive use of the port pins, timers and

other peripheral devices of a micro processor to

generate the wave-forms.

The generation of the PWM signal, although a small section of

an inverter, has been the subject of extensive research in the

recent past. It is quite understandable as it is here that the

efficiency of the INVERTER is consummated and matched to its

load.

Although very interesting, it is not necessary to enter into

great studies in this section, in an inverter design, since

there are Integrated Circuits (ICs) available on the market

which incorporate this technology in an affordable package.

One such device available in South Africa is the HEF 4752

manufactured by Philips.

The le provides all three complementary pairs of output drive

wave-forms for the six element inverter. All lock out times

are also taken care of. By defining certain inputs into the IC

the output parameters such as lock out time, output vol tage
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and frequency can be changed. The device is completely digital

so that repetition frequency of the PWM signal is always an

exact mUltiple of the inverter output frequency and therefore

results in excellent phase and voltage balance, thus giving

low motor losses.

For the harmonic content of the wave-forms produced and

current wave-form obtained by the use of this rc refer to the

section on results and to the appendix.

To save calculation time to establish the inputs, a simulation

of the rc was performed on "Lotus" to obtain the necessary

clock inputs and make sure that the range of performance was

still in the range of the device's specifications. See

appendix.

The HEF 4752 is a complex rc and is dealt with in-depth hy

references one, two and three of the periodicals (a part copy

appears in the Appendix).
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3.4 Dyrl..i5Unic Bra..kin.g

In adjustable speed A.C. drives, the machine may be subject to

electrical braking for reduction of speed. In electrical

braking .. the motor is operated in the generating mode. The

energy stored in the system inertia is converted to electrical

energy. The energy is then either dissipated in a resistor,

used in parallel .drive systems, or recovered in the power

supply. The former is known as dynamic braking.. see figure

3.4.. and the latter is known as regenerative braking.. see

figure 3.5.

For small power drive applications dynamic braking is

adequate.

co

""'an>.

Figure 3.4: DYNAMIC BRACKING
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Figure 3.5: REGENERATIVE BRACKING
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Cc:>n.t.rc:>l of

Chapter 4

Ind~ct.ion. Machin.~s

There has arisen. two basic methods of controlling the

Induction machine

1. Scalar Method

2. Vector Method

Scalar control relates to the magnitude control of a variable

only. The command and feedback signals are D.e. quantities

which are proportional to the respective variables. This is in

contrast to vector control or field orientation control (FOD) ,

where both magnitude and phase of vector variables are

controlled.

A break down of the methods of both scalar and Vector control

methods is given in figure 4.1. Since the drive which was

designed falls into the general purpose range it is quite

adequate to use a scalar control method. Vector control needs

expensive sensing and fast computation thus making it even

more expensive.
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An open loop scalar control is implemented on the system

mainly because of cost and also because the drive lS for

limited applications only.

Control of an Induction Motor

I
1. Scalar Control Method

1.1. Open Loop Constant Volts/herts Method

1.2. Closed Loop Current Control Volts/herts Method

1.3. Constant Volts/herts Speed Control with Slip
Regulation

1.4. Torque Flux Control

1.5. Current Controlled PWM Inverter

1.6. Constant Flux operation with Programmable
Current Control

2. Vector Control Methods

2.1. Direct Vector Control Method

2.2. Indirect Vector Control Method

2.3. Space Vector Modulation Method

Figure 4.1: METHODS OF CONTROL
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There are three main groups of IIswitching" Power

Semiconductors

1. Thyristors

2. Transistors

3. MOSFETs

The Transistors and MOSFETs can be considered to be part of

the same family. In recent years new components have been

added to these families. For the thyristor the GTO, and for

the most resent combination of the Transistor and the MOSFET

there is the Insulated Gate Bipolar transistor (IGBT), which

shows great promise for the medium power high frequency switch

inverter range.
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It is impossible to do a complete comparison of the devl.ces

and show the reason for choosing MOSFETs for the inverter.

However, briefly it can be said that:

* Thyristors were not chosen. When used in a voltage

source inverter they need to be force commutated, thus

resulting in a bulky power circuit.

* Transistors.require a high current drive on the base,

leading to difficulty in switching.

* IGBT although very well suited are quite expensive and

hard to obtain in South Africa at present.

* MOSFETs being quite easy to switch result in a compact

power circuit design and are well sUited to small power

applications.
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Th.e Po"Wer- Mosfet

The MOSFET is a voltage controlled majority - carrier device.

With a positive voltage applied to the gate with respect to

the source terminal, it induces an N-channel and permits

electrons to flow from source terminal to the drain terminal.

Because of Si02 layer isolation, the gate circuit impedance is

extremely high typically in the range 10 9Q. This feature

permits power MOSFET to be driven directly from CMOS or TTL

logic. The devices have an integrated reverse rectifier which

permits free - wheeling current of the same magnitude as that

of the main device.
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Figure 5.1: THE MOSFET
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ChCl-roac:teristic:s

The fundamental drain source characteristics of a power MOSFET

are shown in figure 5.1. The gate has a threshold voltage of

between 2 and 4 volts below which the drain current is very

small. The conduction loss of a High voltage MOSFET is very

high. However its switching loss is almost negligible.

CONST1oHT RESIIDoNCE

DRAIN CURRENT

"
\

CONSTANT C:URRENT yeu

~----'/'-------'V I

{-----r- 'V

!r-----------7V
Ir------------ IV

/-------------.V
}-------------.V

DRAIN-aOU"CE YOLT1IClE"

Figure 5.2: POWER MOSFET CHARATERISTICS

Although MOSFETs can be controlled statically by the voltage

source, it is normal practice to drive it by a current source

dynamically followed by a voltage source to minimise switching

delays. Figure 5.2 shows a typical gate drive circuit of a

MOSFET with R.C. snubber across the device.
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Cha-pter 6

Irnplerne:n.ta-t:i.o:n.

The I:n.-v-erter

All calculations for this section appear in the appendix under

their appropriate appendix-sections.

The Po~er C:i.rc~:i.t

The configuration of the inverter is shown in figure 6.1. As

stated before, the inverter circuit employs MOSFETs as its

main switching component. The safe operation of these devices

is solely determined by thermal considerations, the

approximate calculations are shown in the appendix.

The devices are all N-channel type, thus the top side of each

of the inverter legs have to be driven by isolated power

supplies.
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Figure 6.1: POWER CIRCUIT

The D.C. link contains two large capacitors so as to provide

as smooth a D.C. supply as possible to the switching

components. To the input is a mains filter which stops Radio

Frequencies from the inverter radiating on to the mains supply

and also limits the current during the charging of the

capacitors and prevents spikes in either direction.

6 _ 1 _ 2 The Dri~er Circ~it

In the section "The Power MOSFET" a driver circuit is shown in
3

figure 5.;1.. It was used in the first prototype inverter and

proved to be unsuccessful. A low, zeo volts, on the base of

the two transistors causes the NPN to turn off and the PNP to

turn on thus discharging the gate of the power MOSFET, but not

completely. For as the gate voltage approached one volt the
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transistor starts to turn off, because it requires a 0.7 volt

drop across its base emitter to remain on, allowing a leakage

current to flow.

The driver circuit, now used, is shown in the figure 6.2. The

change being the use of the Nand P channel signal FETs which

provide a fast and clean switch from the positive rail to

zero. Both devices have an extremely low "on" resistance and

charge and discha-rge the gate of the power MOSFETeasily.

470R

Vcc•
2k2

•
1k lOOP

4N33

1N4148 2N2222A

855101

85598 .iSV

1SV

.... ·········L·-__~__4-- -

Figure 6.2: DRIVER CIRCUIT
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With an inductive load, the drain source voltage transient is

coupled to the gate via the drain-ta-gate capacitance. To

protect the gate from damaging overvoltage a Zener diode

protection is necessary, since the drive circuit impedance is

low.

The opto couple circuit presented the largest problem as it is

here that the turn on and turn off delay had to be compensated

for. Although fast opto couple circuits are available their

drive currents are quite high. While the ones used have a low

drive current but slower switching speed. To compensate for

the delay caused by the opt0 couple was no problem for the

HEF4752 chip.
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l?rotect:i.c>rl.

It ~s ~n this section where the greatest amount of

experimentation took place as very little literature is

available on this section. Most corporations that produce

drives do not divulge information concerning protection and

even place this section's components entirely in epoxy to

prevent any investigation and copying.

Protection is divided into two sections. Firstly dv/dt

protection then di/dt protection. Comprehensive derivation of

the formulas will not be shown and it must be noted that

during the derivation certain things were assumed thus

rendering them applicable to this application only (See

appendix for calculations).

6.1.3.1 dv/dt

dv/dt protection is normally in the form of a snubber network,

which comes in many different forms see figure 6.2. In this

application the unpolarised snubber was used, which provides

protection during switching on and switching off of the

device, as well as protection during the switching of the

other half of the phase leg. The main reason for using a

snubber is that when switching an inductive load a destructive

voltage spike is produced, although this spike is bypassed by

a fast recovery diode. the stray inductance, in the circuit

which is not bypassed by the diode, may cause destructive
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over-voltage. This over-voltage is attenuated by the R.C.

snubber.

C
A, C

J--...
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Figure 6.3: SNUBBER CIRCUITS (REF.4)
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6.1.3.2 di/dt

Although not a serious problem, di/dt will destroy the power

components in the inverter on occurrence. This problem arises

when the output is shorted or the motor coils saturate. This

problem is overcome by including three air gap coils on the

output to prevent saturation. An overall current sensing

circuit is included which when triggered shuts down the

inverter thus protecting it against any damage. The response

time for the shut down is approximately 3uS.
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l?WM

As already stated the HEF 4752 was used in the generation of

the pulses and "Lotus" was used to derive the best input

parameters.

The HEF 4752 has three clock frequency inputs (OCT and RCT

were joined). Two clock frequency were generated using a

counter chip, the ~eference clock (RCT) input and the voltage

clock (YCT)input. The frequency clock (FCT) was generated

using a phase lock loop as a mUltiplier so that a linear

adjustment of the clock frequency was possible.

The HEF 4752 generates a PWM wave-form which corresponds to

the constant volts/herts method of control. Voltage boosting

is possible by adjusting the Yol tage control clock (YCT).

Since all signals are controlled by a counter chip which is

controlled by the micro processor any parameter can be changed

during operation with ease.

The reference clock sets the base switching speed in

combination with the lock out time. "Lock out time" is a term

which refers to the time between the switch off of the top

half (top MOSFET) and the switching on of the bottom half of

the same leg (and visa versa).
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PWM

As already stated the HEF 4752 was used in the generation of

the pulses and "Lotus" was used to derive the best input

parameters.

The HEF 4752 has three clock frequency inputs (aCT and RCT

were joined). Two clock frequency were generated using a

counter chip, the ceference clock (RCT) input and the voltage

clock (VCT)input. The frequency clock (FCT) was generated

using a phase lock loop as a mUltiplier so that a linear

adjustment of the clock frequency was possible.

The HEF 4752 generates a PWM wave-form which corresponds to

the constant volts/herts method of control. Voltage boosting

is possible by adjusting the Voltage control clock (VeT).

Since all signals are controlled by a counter chip which is

controlled by the micro processor any parameter can be changed

during operation with ease.

The reference clock sets the base switching speed in

combination with the lock out time. "Lock out time" is a term

which refers to the time between the switch off of the top

half (top MOSFET) and the SWitching on of the bottom half of

the same leg (and visa versa).
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COr1trol

The control circuitry of the inverter is based around the 8051

micro controller chip. The micro controller provides for all

monitoring and controlling routines. For specific details of

the micro chip refer to reference [17J.

One counter "chip" (8254), a "phase lock loop" (CD4046) and a

parallel port interface "chip" (8255) are used in the

interfacing. See block diagram figure 6.4. The drive which was

developed is only a prototype. An 8051 microprocessor board

from Kiberlab in Pretoria with a sub-rack card is being used,

with the input commands coming from two push buttons and two

switches. It is purposed to replace this system with a

developed dedicated micro processor/interface board resulting

in compact design.
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Figure 6.4: SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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6.2.2 Ope= ~oop Vo~ts/He~ts

con.t~o~

A block diagram of the control system is shown in figure 6.5.

The frequency We is the command variable and it is c lose to

the motor speed, neglecting the slip frequency. From the

section on the induction motor it can be shown that the

machine flux is approximately related to the ratio vs/we.

Therefore maintaining the rated air gap flux will provide

maximum torque sensitivity with current which is similar to

that of the D. C. machine. As the frequency approaches zero

near zero speed, the stator voltage will tend to be zero and

will essentially be absorbed by the stator resistance. Thus it

is necessary to boost the voltages at lower speeds.
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Figure 6.5: OPEN LOOP VOLTS/HERTS CONTROL

This configuration is adequate to drive a constant load. It is

essential to ramp the speed up or down over a certain time

seeing that the motor is bound by its mechanical time response

and ramping too fast would cause the slip to become too large

and trip on over current.

A flow chart of the software implemented is shown in figure

6.6. The actual software listing is presented in the appendix.
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Figure 6.6: SOFTWARE FLOW CHART
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Cha.pt.er 7

Equ.iprnen.t.

The following equipment was used in the development of the

drive and the testing thereof:

1. Digital storage Adapter

DSA 511

Thrulhy

2. 20 MHz Oscilloscope

05-7020

Goldstar

3. 10 Mhz Frequency Counter

4. EV aOC51 FX Microcontroller Evaluation Board

Intel

5. PC Based Eprom Programmer

EW-90l

Sunshine

6. ASM 51

Intel
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7. 286 IBM PC

With VGA Monitor

8. 3-Phase Motor

380 Volts

2 amps per phase

9. Digital MUltirneter

175

Testrnate

10. Analog Multimeter

YF-303

YUFUNG
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Cha.pter- a

Res"Ll.J..ts
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Figure 8.1: CURRENT WAVE-FORM AT 10 Hz
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Figure B.2: CURRENT WAVE-FORM AT 25 Hz
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Figure B.3: CURRENT WAVE-FORM AT 50 Hz
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Cha..pte.r 9

Specifica..tion.,s

Supply Voltage

Input Frequency

System Power Factor

Output Voltage

Output Frequency

Output Current

Power Factor

Efficency

220 Volts A.C. ~ingle Phase

50/60 Hz

0:1

o to 210 Volts Phase to Phase

5 to 100 Hz

Maximum Continuous Current 10 Amps

5. 0.9

90% Into a resistive Load
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Cha.pt.e>r 10

Disc~ssi== =f Res~lt.s a.=d

Spe>cifica.t.io=s

All results and specification were determined

experimentally or by computation of measurements taken.

either

The current wave-form output is of the same standard as any other

drive equipment as it uses an integrated circuit to generate the

Pulse Width Modulated signal (see page 68 and 69 for current

wave-forms) .

The current wave-form compared favourably with the current wave

forms given in the Data sheets of most manufactures of A.C.

drives.

The Plot of the torque curve (figure 8.9) verses the input

frequency, at first might seem strange as the inverter never

allows the motor to reach its maximum torque. The input to the

inverter is 220 Volts A.C. single phase allowing a maximum of 311

Volts D.C across the D.C. link. Consequently this in turn allows

a maximum of 210 Volts A.C phase to phase out of the inverter.

Therefore when using a standard three phase 380 Volt A.C. motor

it is not possible to generate the maximum motor torque.
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There are two graphical plots (figure 8.9) of the motor torque

verses input frequency:

1. With no voltage boosting at the lower frequency levels.

The resistance of the motor inhibits the reactive current

(I r ) from flowing thus there is very little torque at low

speeds.

2. With half voltage boosting.

input frequency compensates

motor (See Chapter Two).

Boosting the voltage at low

for the "I R" loss in the

Maximum torque can be achieved throughout the operating range by

boosting the voltage at low speeds to maximum. This tends to

cause heating in the motor and forced cooling may become

necessary if the drive is to be used continually at low output

frequencies from 0 Hz to 20 Hz .

The specification given for the drive are standard for most

similar A.C. drives and needs no real explanation.
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COrl.c:::l<..l.siorl.

The Development of the drive appears to be a success in both its

development and operation. Pending the following points:

1. The Drive was demonstrated to Mr P.R. Kleinhans (Mentor)

and other Lecturing Staff members of the School of

Electrical Engineering at the Cape Technikon during

October 1991.

2. A Dissertation pertaining to the development and

performance of the drive was held at the Technikon during

November 1991 for the Lecturing Staff and interested

Parties.

3. The contents of this Thesis.

The prior stated objectives have been reached i.e.:

1. To build a "Low Power" Micro Processor based A.C. Drive

for an Induction Motor with locally available components.

2. To obtain the necessary knowledge for designing and the

construction of an A.C. drive.
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11.1

1. This drive enabled the A.C. Motor to operate in the

constant torque region between 0 Hz to 50 Hz and from 50

Hz to 100 Hz in the constant Power region.

2. The drive construction and components are relatively

inexpensive.

3. No negative performance results were recorded during tests

as compared to other similar A.C. drives.

4. Cognisance must be taken that this drive will be further

enhanced according to field application requirements.
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A.2 RIB Micro Co=troller Bo~rd

Det~ils
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1':13EFlU,G (PTY) UD

82 CONNECTOR PINOUTS

82.1 Jl - DIN 41612 EDGE CONNECTOR

GND
+SV

+12V(21.SV
CS-EFOOH(LCD

CS-EEOOH
CS-EDOOH

8dS> CS·ECOOH
~';>'S"4 CS-EBOOH

CS-EAOOH
I P! 'i? [)"55" CS-E900H

INTO(DMA·REQ
Pl.lfTIMER 2TRIG('ND-RST

GND
ALE
AD7
AD6
ADS
AD4
AD3
AD2
ADl
ADO

PI'i- TIL PRINTER OUT
p~ I TIL-SERIAL-OUT (CONSOLE)

TIMER2-IN (Pl.0
NO CONNECTION

OE
RD
WR

DO NOTUSE
+ SV
GND

A 1 C
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

A 32 C

GND
+SV
-12V(21.SV
TIL SERIAL IN (CONSOLE) P3 0
PRGM ENABLE (P1.5)
PR-GM PULSE (Pi.4)
TIMER-l IN (P3.5)
TIMER 0 IN (P3.4)
INTl (P3.3)
PWM (P1.2)
DMA·ACK (P1.6)
RESET
GND
PSEN
AD
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
AB
A9
Al0
All
A12
A13
A14
A15
+ 5V
GND



I\IBERLAB (PTY) LTD

82.2 J2 - 26 PIN OIL CONNECTOR (3 X 8 BIT PORTS)
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PBX PORTB
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1 2
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5 6
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11 12
13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20
21 22
23 24
25 26

GND
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PA7
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PM
PA3
PA2
PAl
PAO

2 +12V EXTERNAL INPUT: +12,5V 21,5V EPROM PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE

6 GNO GROUNO(OV)
4 RST EXTERNAL RESET SIGNAL (INPUT)
7 CTX CONSOLE PORT OUTPUT (RS 232) - OR "B" LINE FOR RS48S (HOLC) -

- OR RX "B" LINE FOR RS422
9 CRX CONSOLE PORT -INPUT (RS 232) - OR "A" LINE FOR RS465 (HDLC) -

- OR RX"A" LINE FOR RS422
8 PTX PRINTER PORT (RS 232 - BASIC)
10 CTS RS 232 STATUS INPUT LINE
3 ALINE RS422TX
1 B LINE RS 422TX
S HIGH IMPEDANCE GROUND FOR RS 485
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di/dt

For full derivation of formulas see ref. Cl] and [4] .

Snubber current

L di/dt + Ri + 1/ C) idt + Vc = Vs

Input voltage Vs = 311 Volts

L ~ 50!LH (motor inductance)

Let R = .47.D-

C = 0,047 !L F

10'

From Ref [4] wo = '" 50 x 0,047 = 652 rad/ s

s = 47 x .J 0,047
2 50 = 0,288 rad/s

W = 652 V 1-0,2882
= 597 rad/s

Vpeak across the device

- <:/.t,) 6' -1 -2 S.J 1_S2

Vp = 311 (l + e ) cl. t, = -../1 - S2 tan 1 - 2 8 2

Vp = 335 Volts

.but power dissipated is given by ref [1]

Ps :::::c y. C", Vd2 f

Maximum sWitching = 2KM:c

C = 0,047!LF

Vd = 335

Ps .,.. y. 0,047!LF 3352

- 5,25 Watts

2KH13



A.4 Ther-r:na.l Cc>n..sider-a.tic>r:l.:S
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Max current 10 Amps

Max on time lmSec

Ref specifications

p =
Tj max - 25
8eff (tp D) [ 1]

= 150°C - 25
0,8

= 156 Watts O.K.

Without heat sink device can handle 6 Amps pulsed at
Im-second pulses.

The heat sink used has a high efficiency rate and is more
than adequate for the design.
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DOS 3.30 103H) MCS-II MACRO AISEMBLER, VU
08lECl MODULE PLACEO IN 8:\PLLI/ll.U8J
ASSEH8LER INVOXEO 8Y: C:\8011\IIA,X\ASMII.EXE 8:\PLLI/ll.AII

LOC 08J lINE SOURCE

1
I
3

II1
113
151
155
156
157
118
\59
HO
161
16 I
163
164
HI
166

\111LE (8011 CON1ROL OF lHE HEF 4711 USING THE 6111 COU~IER CHIP AHO A PLL H0 fEEDBACK)
\~OX0051

INUUSI

om

SPECIAL PORT FUNCTIOHS

;RE_SEI FOR 4711 ON 8m PORT 8-1 AT LOCAIION OFFBXX
;C~ :FOR 4/11 ON 8Z\1 PORI 8-1 AT LOCATION omxx
;S_S fOR HlI OH 8m PORT 8-0 AT LOCATION OfFBXX

;: PORT OUTPUT BIT ALLOCATIOH

URm 81T PI.S ;PWX USED TO PULSE RfSl0R FOR OYHAMIC BRm '0 IH USE UHlIL
L ~E HAVE NEED fORCED BRAKING

· --------------

·----------------------------

;: OINER B[T ALLOCATIOHS

;: INPUT PORT ALLOCATION

;SPEEO I~PUl fROM SHAfT ENCODER
;OC LIMK fEE08ACK

I IN. 1 ;f ASTER fORWARD/REVERSE
IIN.I ;SLOHER fORHARO/REVERSE
IIN.O ;fORURO / REVERSE
m.3 ;510P / GO

10N.0 ;CONTIHUE If SET fORM lINER
10H. \ ;MAS ORIVE BEEN RELASEO

P1.6
P1.1

ORG 0003N
JXP CURRENT ; [f CURRENI EXCEEDS HAXINUN THEN SNUT OOHN

OR6 OOSH

C_OHT 81T
R_LEASE 81T

0'.6 OOOCH
Jr.? Mm

n,_sp BIT
REy BIT
fH_RE BIT
ST_GO BIT

.SPEEO BIT
DC_LINK BIT

, INPUT BIT ALLOCATIOH FOR PROGRAMING SCRATCN PAICN :

cm

· ----

..
"

167
168
169
110
171
I1Z
173
171
175
\16
111
178
119
I!O
181
m
183
IBI
185
1!6
167
188
189
\90
\9\
19 I
193
194
191
196
197

0096
0097

0000
0001

0009
OOOA
0008
0608

om
00030101lE

0008

0000
0000 010010



"'"-' ". "",""V "_.-''--",, ...... '' UVJI o..Vl1lltUL IJr Ine nu i/Jl U)[t'l1J ltlt Ol)4 l.UUllltK LNP" AIlU

LOC OB J LI NE 10URC[

J~? WAIT

;: KAIN PROGRAK :

ORlj oom
MAIN:

ORG oom
J~P PACJHI ;IERVICE Int PAC: 1) RA~P UP linE

;EHABLE PAC
;EHI.BLE PI.e

FW_SP ,eOJT1
RUP ,COJT1
SHUT _OOWN

DPTR,lOF800H
A,@DPTR
I1H,A
ST_60,R ;IF PORT PIH HOl SET THEN 00 HOI RELASE
FH}E. REVERSE
A,ID IH
L_OAD2
RUH

HOV OPIR,lDF500H
HOVX A.~OPiR

f,OV m,A

CALL L_OAO
JH8 FiI)P,COJT
JI15 RUP,CO}T
JXP SHUT_OOWN

SEIB EA
SEIB EC
CLR CEXD

RU~1 :

CO}T:

RUN:

CLR P1.0
C.\ll P_SET ;SEI UP m CLEAR 815\ PORTS
KU'I ; RO,120K ;LOil SYTE OF PLL
f,OV RI,IOOH ;HIGH mE OF PLl
CALL L_OAO ;LOI.OS THE- 82\\
CALL COUHT_O ;SET UP REF CLOCK
CALL COUHT) ;SET UP VCT CLOCK - CHA1.GE LOAD VALUE IF 8015T 1\ REQUIRED
CALL COUHI_l ;SET UP FCT
CALL UET ; INPUT SETUP FROH SEeOSD 82\\
CALL S mER'
SW \TO ;EDGE TRIGGER INTO
SETS EXO ;ENA8LE I«TERRUPT
SW P1.0
CALL TillER

R;
JN8
!NO
JHP

CO_HI2:
HOV
HOVX I

HOV
JM
JN8
HOV

,CALL
J~.P

REVERSE;
HOV
CALL

198
m
200
101
101
103
104
10\
206
10/
208
109
110
111
212
111
214
11\
116
117
118
119
110
211
222
113
124
11\
126
121
128
129
130
131
131
133
134
231
131
137
m
139
140
141
141
143
144
14\
146
147
24S
249
110
1\ I
1\1

OOOB 010184

0040 CZ90
0041 1/00FI
004\ 1810
0041 1900
0049 120120
004C 'OE7
004F 12000
0052 12000/
0011 1/0 171
0018 120104
0018 D288
00\0 01A8
OOSF 0290
0061 110lAO

0040

0064 300906
0067 300A03
006A 02018A

00ll
00ll 010138

0081 740\
0083 1/0 11f

0060 90F800
0070 EO
0071 F\2\
om 300SEE
0076 ~n08G8

0079 I
0078 11012F
007E 010056

008e 110110
om 300906
0091 300A03
009\ 01018A

0098 90F800
0098 EO
om Fm

0086 om
0088 OIAE
om em



I XCS.ll XACRO ASSEnolER !Oll COHIROl 01 IhE H[f 1111 USIXG IXE !1\4 COUXIER CHI? AXO

LOC OOJ lIHE SOURCE

0 •••• ••,

.---------.----.--.,

RE!

;SE! VCI :

;SE! REF CLOCK :

A,21H
OEOH.O,COHlIXUE
O_EC

21H,22H
RUH2

OEOH.3,COH1)UE
o EC

COUHI):

HDV OPlR,tOF50lH ;COHIROL HORO
HOV A,lOl/H
HOVX @OPIR,A
HOV OPIR,IOFOOOH ;eouXl VAlUE

HOV OPIR,lOFOOlH ;COHIROL HORO
HDV .\,ll1H
HOVX @OPIR,A
HOV OPIR,IOF80lH ;COUHI VALUE
HDV A,I14H ;CHI,HGE IHIS VI,LUE 10 OOOSI VOLTAGE AI LOH SPEEDS
HOVX @oPIR,A
HOV A,I DOH
HaYX @OPIR,A

,---------

mv llH,104H
CALL L_OI.O
cm RI,IOOH,OJC
CJ~[ RO,l20H,O_EC
HQV 21H,I00K
HOV A,IOCIt
CALL L_0.\02
J~P R

HOV OPIR,lOFiOlH ;COHIROL HaRD
HOV A,lOi/H
HDn ~OPIR,A

MV OPIR,lOF502H ;COUHI VALUE
HOV A,119"
HOVX @OPIR,A
HOV A,IOOH
HOVX @OPIR.A

m
J~S

Jr.P
eOKIIHUE:

m
J~P

COHI}UE:
HOV
JI:P

REI

,------- -
COUHI_O: ;SEI HIX SIEP FOR PLL FOR VCI :

25 l
251
255
m
251
251
259
m
HI
262
26l
2&1
m
m
161
268
l69
m
211
11l
21 l
211
ll5
115
III
l18
119
l80
211
2!1
l8l
21~

l!5
206
l61
m
169
290
291
292
29l
m
29i
196
291
198
299
lOO
30 I
302
30l
301
l05
l06
301

0001 152104
0014 120120
0001 890m
OOOA 0120F4
00i0 152100
OOCO HOO
OOC! l'OllF
OOC> ',0

ml mOOl
om liOl
me fO
mo 90foOl
0000 Hl9
0002 fo
OOOl HOO
0005 FO
,30& 22

OOH lOElOl
00.\9 020081

009E &111
OOAO JOEOOJ
OOAl 020001

om 152221
OO!.F!OOi

OOEI 90FOOl
om 107
00(( fO
00£0 90F800

0001 90f80l .
OOOA 1411
OOOC fO
0000 90FOOI
DOEO 1414
00E2 FO
OOEl HOo
DOE5 fO
OOH II



NCS-51 NACRO ASSEN&LEk 8051 CONIROL Of 1nl nlf 41\2 USING InE 8/\4 COUNIER CHIP AND 10/30/91 PAGE 4

LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE

OOFO 14FF 308 NOy A,lOffH
00Fl FO 309 NOVX @OPIR,A
00F3 14F0 310 NOV A,lOtOH
00F5 fO 311 KOVX @OPIR,A
00f6 12 3Il RET

m
314
315 P_SEI: ;5EI UP CONIROLLING 8255 :
316 ..._------.--------------------,
31/

JOf1 90fC03 318 HOV OPIR,IOFC03H ;CONIROL WORD
OOH 1480 319 HOV A,I80H
OOFC fO 31D HOVX @OPIR,A
mo 90fCOI 3/1 HOV OPIR,IOFC01H ;4152 CONIROLL
0100 1400 m HOV A,IOOH
0101 fO 313 HOVX @OPIR,A
om 11 314 RET

m
316 ;
311 5_TlHER: ;5ET TIHER 0 AND TIHER 1 TO 16 8IT TIHER ,,
m "._.._----.-.---.-_.---.--.-----------------_._--_ ..,
m

0104 158922 33D HOY THOO,I/1H ;5ET TIHER 0 10 AUTO LOAD AND TIHER 1 TO 16 BIT TIHER
0101 158COl 331 HOV IHO,I01H ;LOAO HIGH BYTE TIHER
olOA mAll m HOV CCAPKD ,I049H
0100 mm m HOV CCAPOL,lPl
0110 mm m HOV CCAPOH,lm
0113 150840 m HOV CCON,I040H
0116150900 336 HOV CHOO,IOOH
0119 /5F900 331 HOV CH,IOOH
OIlC mm 338 HOV CL,IOOH
ollF 11 m RET

340
341 '--
341 L_OAO: ;:
m 0 ______ -,

0120 .f 344 ClR EC
0121 90fCOl 345 HOV OPlR,IOFC01H ;HIGH BYTE PLL
0115 E9 346 HOV A,RI
oIl6 fO 311 KOVX @OPTR,A
0111 90fCOO 348 HOV OPTR,IOFCOOH ;LOW BYTE PLL
om E8 349 HOV A,RO
0128 fO 350 HOVX @OPTR,A
ol1C OlAE 351 SET8 EC
om 21 351 RET

353 '---
354 L_OA01:;:
355 0_.- ___ -,

om cm 356 CLR EA
0131 90FCOI 351 HOV OPlR,IOFCOIH ;HIGH Bm PLL
0134 FO m HOVX @OP1R,A
0135 om m SETB EA
0131 11 360 RET

361
361 ,---------------------------



"C5-51 "ACkO A55l"iLlk 8U51 CUNIMUL U~ IHt Htt 4/5/ U51" IHt Il54 'VU"" ",r .'u IU/JU/" fAOt

LaC 08J LINE SOURCE

J63 PAC)NT: ;PAC 1Nl ROUIINE
364 .......... -------_ .... --_ ...

•
36S

0138 100801 366 J8C CCFO,JUMP}ACO ;MOOUlE lERO RANP UP TIMER
0138 31 361 RETl

368
369 JUMP }ACO:

013C cm 310 ClR EA
oI3E toEO 311 PUSH ACC
0140 1460 m MOV A,llOW(60000)
0141 llEA m AOO A,CCAPOL
0144 74EA 314 MOV A,IH[6H(60000)
0146 35FA m AOOC A,CCAPOH

316
0148 m91Z m JN8 FWJP,F _NH[SH
0148 890106 318 cm Rl,IOIH,CON)
014E 880003 379 CJNE RO,IOOH,CON)
011l 0150 380 JXP F_NN[SH

381 CON):
0154 88FF05 m cm RO,IOFFH,N_CARRY
om 08 383 INC RO
0158 09 384 IHC RI
0159 010150 385 JKP F}N[SH

386 M_CARRY,
oI5C 08 381 INC RO

388 F-"N[Sa:
0150 mm 389 JRS RE_SP,F -"NISHEO
0160 890006 390 cm RI,IOOH,CONI
0163 881003 391 CJHE RO,Il0H,CONI
0166 010112 391 JHP F-"N[SHEO

m COHT:
0169 880005 394 cm RO,100H,N_80RROH
o16C 18 m OEC RO
0160 19 396 OEC RI
om 010112 397 JHP F-"N ISHEO

398 NJORROH:
0111 399 OEC RO

400 F-"N ISHEO:
0112 om 401 SET8 EA
0174 OOEO 40Z POP ACC
0176 31 403 RETI

404
405
406 (JET: ;8155 RESPONSI8lE FOR INPUTS:
407 ._-_._------------------_ ...._--------.
408

0177 90F803 409 MOV OPIR,IOf803H ;CONTROl WORD
0\ 7A /498 410 NOV A,II00ll0008
oI1C FO 411 HOVX @OPIR,A
0110 11 m REI

m
414
415 CURRENT: :SHUT OOWK:
416 0 ______ ------------

417



RCS-51 RACRO A5SERSLER 8051 CON1ROL Of IHE Htf 4151 OSING IHE 8254 COUNIER CKIP ANO 10ilU/!\ HGE 6

LOC OSJ LIRE SOURCE

011fClAF 411 CLR fA
018OC190 419 CLR PLO ;OISASLE POWER
0181 Hoo no KOV A,IDOK ;DISASLE PULSES
0164 90FCDI 41l HOV OPIR,IOFCOIK ;KIGK SYTE PLL
0181 FO m KOVX @OPIR,A

41l LOOP:
0188 80FE 414 JHP LOOP ;WAIl FOR RESET

m
416 ;
411 SHUT _OOWN: ;OISASLE POWER 10 INVERIER:
418

0 ___ • _____ • ______________________________,
OliA C190 419 CLR PLO ;OISASLE POWER

430 o_m:
OIIC 151104 431 HOV l1H,I04K
olSF 3110 431 CALL L_OAO
0191 S900F8 433 CJNE Rl,lOOH,OJCl
0194 S810F5 434 cm RO,Il0H,OJCl
019t . '100 435 KOV llK,lOOH
o19A 1400 436 KOV A,IOOK
019C 311F 431 CALL UAOl

416 LOOP1:
om SOFE HI JNP LOOPl

440
441 ;
441 TlKER: ;SEITLING TIHE OUI
m ._-------------.-----._---.---,
444

OlAO 018C us SETa TRO ;RUN TIMER
DIAl om 446 SETa fA
OH4 om 441 sm £TO
0!Ai IOFO W ROV R5,IOFOH

449 START:
alAs leFF 4S3 KOV R4,IOFFH

451 OELA1:
,

01AA SCOOFO m cjNE R4,IOOK,OELAY
OlAO OOf9 4S3 OJNZ RS,STARI
OIAF .F 454 CLR EA
0181 cm 4SS CLR ETO
0183 11 456 REI

451
4S8 HAll :

0184 IC m OEt R4
0185 31 m RETl

l61
461 ENO



KCS'~I KACRO ASSEK8lER 80~1 CONTHOl Of IKE HEf 4ill UllNb IHE alII COUNIER CHlr ANO

5TK80l IA8lE LISTING

NAME TYPE VAL UE A I T R I 8 U I E S

AC •••• 8 AOOR 0000H.6 A
ACC•••• o AOOR OOEOH A
8. • • • • o AOOR OOfOH A
C_OHT ••• 8 AOOR OO/OH.O A
CJI ••• 8 AOOR OOCIH.1 A
CCAPOH •• o AOOR OOfAH A
CCAPOl •• o AOOR OOEAH A
CCAPIH •• o AOOR 00f8H A
CCAP Il •• o AOOR 00E8H A
CCAP/H •• o AOOR OOfCH A
CCAP/l •• o AOOR OOECH A
CCAP3H •• o ADOR OOfOH A
CCAP3l •• o AOOR DOEOH A
CCAr. o AOOR OOfEH A
CCAP4L •• o AOOR OOEEH A
CCAPKO •• o AOOR . OOOAH A
CCAPH1 • • o AOOR 0008H A
CCAPHI •• o AOOR OOOCH A
CCAPH3 •• o AOOR ooooa A
CCAPH4 • • o AOOR OOOEH A
CCfO ••• 8 AOOR 0008H.0 A
CCfl ••• 8 AOOR 0008H.l A
CCfl ••• 8 AOOR 0008H.I A
CCf3 ••• 8 AOOR 0008H.3 A
CCf4 ••• 8 AOOR 0008H.4 A
CCON ••• o AOOR 0008H A
cm ... 8 AOOR 0090H.3 A
CExt ••• 8 AOOR 0090H.1 A
cm ... 8 AOOR 0090H.5 A
cm . . . 8 AOOR 0090H.6 A
cm ... 8 AOOR 0090H.l A
Cf . 8 AOOR 0008H.l A
CH • o AD OR 00f9H A
CL •••• o AOOR 00E9H A
CHOO • • • o AOOR 0009H A
CO_NT. •• C AOOR 0098H A
CO _HTI •• C AOOR 0060H A
CONJ ••• C AD OR 0151H A
CONUUE • C AOOR OOACH A
CONT •.• C AOOR 0169H A
CONTINUE • C AOOR 00A6H A
COUNT_D •• C AOOR 00E1H A
COUNTJ· • C AOOR 0001H A
COUNT) •• C AOOR 00C1H A
CP _Rl1 •• 8 AOOR 00C8H.0 A
CR •••• 8 AD OR 0008H.6 A
CURRENT •• C AOOR oIIEH A
CT • • • • 8 AOOR OOOOH.l A
OJC ••• C AOOR 0081H A
o_ECl . •• C AOOR 018CH A
DC_LINK. • 8 ADOR 0090H.1 A



MCS-51 MACRO ASSEM6LER 8051 CONIROL OF THE HEF 4151 USIH& IHl 8154 COUNTER CHIP AND 10130/91 PAbl 8

NAME TYPE VAlUE A T T RIB U I E 5

OELAY•••
OPH••••
OPl. •••
EA. ...
EC ••••
ECI. •••
ES ••••
ETO••••
ETI. •••
m....
EXO••••
EXI. •••
EXEN1. • •
EXFl •••
f -"NlSH..
f -"NISHEO.
fO ••••
fW_~

fW_SP •••
I_SET•••
lE ••••
lED ••••
IEI. •••
INTO • • •
INTt •••
IP • • • •
ITO••••
ITI. •••
JUMP}ACO.
L_OAO: ••
L_OAOl ••
LOOP •••
LOOP1 •••
HAIN •••
NJORROW •
"-,ARRY••
OV •
UET...
P•••••
PO ••••
PI. • • •
PI ••••
P3 ••••
PAC)NT. •
PCON •.••
PPC ••••
PS •
PSW.
PTO.
PT I.
Pll.
PXO.
PXI. •••
R_LEASE. •
R•••••

C AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
6 AOOR
6 AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
6 AOOR
C AOOR
oAOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
oAOOR
B AOOR
6 AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
C AOOR
B AOOR
C AOOR
B AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
C AOOR
o AOOR
6 AOOR
B AOOR
o AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
B AOOR
6 AOOR
B AOOR
C AOOR

OWH A
00B3H A
0081H A
00A8H.l A
00AlH.6 A
0090H.l A
00A8H.4 A
GOA8H.l A
00A8H.3 A
00A8H.5 A
OOABH.O A
00AlH.2 A
00C8H.3 A
00C8H.6 A
0150H A
0111H A
0000H.5 A
0021H.0 A
0011H.l A
omH A
00A8H A
0088H.1 A
0088H.3 A
00BOH.2 A
00BOH.3 A
00B8H A
0088H.0 A
0088H.2 A
OI3CH A
0110H A
OI1fH A
0188H A
019EH A
0040N A
Ol1IH A
O15CH A
0000N.2 A
OOF1H A
OOOON.O A
0080N A
0090H A
GOAOH A
OOBOH A
0I38H A
0081N A
00B8H.6 A
00B8N.4 A
OOOOH A
m8H.1 A
00B8N.3 A
00B8H.5 A
0088H.0 A
0018H.2 A
0010N.1 A
0064H A



NCS-SI NACRO ASSENSlER 10SI CONIROl Of IHE HEf 4152 USING thE 12S4 COUNTER CHIP Ah~ IOliO/91 ,Abc 9

NAHE IYPE VALUE A I I R 1 SUI E S

w....
RCAPlH ••
RCAm ••
RClK •••
RO ••••
RE}P •••
REN••••
REVERSE. •
RI • • • •
RSO ••••
RS I. •.•
RUN••••
RUN2 •••
RXO••••
SJIHER••
SAOOR•••
SAOEN•••
SSUR
SCON •••
SHUI _DOWN.
SNO.
SNI. .•.
SN2••••
SP ••••
SPEED•••
SUO...
SIAR!. ••
ID • • • •
11 ••••
TZ ••••
mONo ••
TlEX •••
moo...
T88 ••••
IClK •••
TCON
TfO.. . .
If I.
Tfl.
INO.
THI.
IHl.
TI.
TINER•••
TlO••••
IL I. .
Ill .
INOO •••
IRO.
IRI. ...
IRl. •••
TXO ••••
WAIT ••
WR •••.

8 AOOR
o AOOR
o AD OR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
e AOOR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
8 AOOR
e AOOR
e AOOR
8 AOOR
e AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
e AOOR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
8 AOOR
o AOOR
8 AOOR
8 AOOR
e AOOR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
S AOOR
o AOOR
S AOOR
o AD OR
S AOOR
8 AOOR
o AOOR
8 AOOR
8 AOOR
8 AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
8 ADOR
e AOOR
o AD OR
o AOOR
o AOOR
o AOOR
8 AOOR
8 AOOR
S AOOR
S AOOR
e AOOR
8 AOOR

009SH.2 A
OOCSH A
ooeAH A
00CSH.5 A
00SOH.2 A
0021H.2 A
009SH.4 A
OOSlH A
009SH.0 A
0000H.3 A
0000H.4 A
00S6H A
ooseH A
OOSOH.O A
0104H A
00A9H A
00S9H A
omH A
009SH A
O18AH A
009SH.2 A
009SH.5 A
009SH.5 A
OOSlH A
OOlOU A
0021H.3 A
olASH A
00SOH.4 A
0080H.5 A
0090H.0 A
OOCSH A
0090H.1 A
OOelH A
009SH.3 A
00CSH.4 A
OOSSH A
00SSH.5 A
00SSH.1 A
ooeSH.l A
ooseH A
OOSOH A
OOCOH A
009SH.l A
01AOH A
OOSAH A
008SH A
ooeeH A
0089H A
00SSH.4 A
0088U A
00CSH.2 A
OOSOH.l A
0184H A
0080H.5 A
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LSI circuit Ior A.:C motor speed control
:

!J.G. STARR and J.C.F. van LOON

In the past. sinusoidal Pulse·\Vidth Modulation (P\VM)
speed control systems for three-phase a..C. motors have
been produced in Cl number of different forms. However,
no single system has been completely satisfactory. High
costs. circuit complexity, output variation with tempera
ture, etc. have all prevented the widespread application
of this potentially attractive method of a.c. motor speed
control. 1l1is article describes a purpose-designed LSI
circuit, type HEF47S2V, which has been developed
specifically for signal generation in such systems, and
overcomes all the previous disadvantages. The le is
manufactured using locally-oxidised complementary
MOS teclmology (LOCMOS) and is mounted in a
standard 28·pin dual-in-line package.

1l1is is the third in a series of articles all devoted to
our a.c. 'motor speed control system. A general introduc
tion to this subject is given in Refs.l and 2. and a
descriptioll: of an inverter circuit developed specifically
for the system is given in Ref.3.

rWM CONTROL OF A.C. MOTORS

A block diagram of our PWM speed control system is
shown in Fig.f. In this system. the output waveforms
from the three phases Red (R), Yellow (Y), and Blue (B)
ofa six-clement inverter consist ofsinusoidally modulated
trains of carrier pulses. both edges of each pulse being
modulated to give an average voltage difference between
:lOy two of the output pluses which varies sinusoidally.
This is illustrJted in Fig..~ for::l carrier wave h::lving 15
pulses for e3ch cycle of the inverter output.

Figure 2a shows the IS-fold carrier, Fig.2b the double·

edge modubted R-phase, and Figs.1c and 2d show the
double-edgc modulated Yand B phases. The line-ta-line
voltage obtained by subtracting the V-phase from the,
R-phJse is sho\\'n in Fig.2e.

A detJiI of the double-edge modulation of a carrier
wave is shown in Fig.3. Each edge of the carrier wave is
modulated by a variable time 0, where [, is proportional
to sina, and a is the angular displacement of the
unmodulated edge. The modulation of a 1S·fold carrier
requires a total of 30 cS values.

The modulation of the output waveforms is achieved
by opening and closing the upper and lower switching
elements (transistors or thyristors) in each phase of the
inverter. Oasing the upper element gives a high output
voltJge, and closing the lower element gives a low output
voltage. The basic function of the PWM le is to provide
three complementary pairs of output drive waveforms
which, when applied to the six-element inverter, open
and close the switching elements in the appropriate
sequence to produce a symmetrical three-phase output.
The drive wa\·eforms are supplied to the inverter via
buffer amplifiers with isolation where necessary. The
integrated circuit is completely digital, so that the repeti
tion frequency of the PW?vt sign:il (switching frequency)
is always <1n exact multiple of the inverter output
frequency. This results in excellent phJse :lnd voltJge.
babnce and conscQucntlow motor losses.

A IS·fold carrier multiple is used only for the higheSt

motor speed r:mge. To improve the pulse distribution at
lower molor speeds the switching frequency is derived
from higher multiples of the inverter output frequency.
A hysteresis between the switching. points is included 10

avoid jitler when operating in these regions. Typicai
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INvERTER
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Fig.1 PWM motor control system using HEF4752V

•

Fig.2 15-pulse sinusoidal PWM waveforms
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LSI CIRCUIT FOR AC MOTOR srEED CONTROL

MlI01l541J

Fig.3 Detail of double-edge modulation
.'

vJlues of the carrier multiple and the output frequency
are given in Table I. It should be noted that this table
applies! only for a particular set of input conditions. The
selection of input conditions is discussed later in this
article.

For the values shown in Table I. the IC has full
control of the inverter switching frequency for output
frequencies in the range 4.0 to 71.3 Hz. For output
frequencies greaterthan 713 Hz. the switching frequency
will increJse beyond 1070 Hz until over-modulation is
reached. Over-modulation implies a merging of adjacent

pulses. with a corresponding reduction in switching
frequency. until eventually a quasi·square output wave
form is obtained. The point at which over-modulation
occurs is determined by two of the clock inputs of the
IC: VCT and FCT. TIus is covered in detail under the
discussion of the VCT clock input. The practical upper
limit on the output frequency is determined by the
rating of the motor under control. the design of the
inverter. and the performance of the IC. Detailed advice
on the recommended maximum output frequency is also
given under the di;cussion of the vcr clock input.

TABLE 1

Variation of carrier multiple with output frequency

OutP\lt frequency range
Hz

o to 4.0

4.0 to 6.4

5.7 to 8.9

8.1 to 12.8

11.2 to 17.9

163 to 25.5

22.3 to 35.7

32.5t051

44.6 to 71.3

71.3 +

earrier multiple

168

168

120

84

60

42

30

21

15

15

Switching frequency
Hz

o to 675

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

675 to 1070

Sce text
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LSI CIRCUIT rOR AC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

HEF4752V INTERNAL ORGANISATION

A block di:lgram indicating the internal organisation of

the le is shown in Fig.4. The circuit comprises thru
counters, one decoder, three output stages, and a test
circuit. The lcst circuit is used primarily for testing the
le during lll:lnufJl;lUTC. and is not discussed in this
article. The operation of the le is now considered in
outline, and this is followed by a detailed discussion of
the various input/output functions.

The Ihrec output stages (Fig.4) correspond 10 the R,
Y, and B phases of the inverter. Each output stage has
four outputs: two main outputs which control the upper
and lower switching elements in cavh phase of the
inverter. and two auxiliary outputs used to trigger corn·
mutation thyristors in 12-thyristor inverter systems. As
explained above, the essential function of the le is to
provide the output waveforms which open and close the
upper and lower inverter switching elements in the
appropriate sequence. This is achieved by alternately
switching between the upper and lower main outputs in
each Output stage. To ensure that the main outputs can·
not be on simultaneously, an interlock delay period is
used to separate the on condition of the upper and lower
outputs. 111< interlock delay period is detennined by
inputs ocr and K. while the switch between the main
outputs is controlled by an intemally·generated control

signal. A ch:mge in the level of this control signal causes
the HIGH main drive output to switch off. and then
after the interluck delJy period, C:luses the LOW mJin
drive output to switch on. With the interlock dcby
period fixed. vari:ltions in motor speed afC produced hy
changes in the control sig.nal. and a description of the

production of this signal provides a bJSIC understJnding
of the operation of the le.

The control signal is derived from the cJrrier wave
modulated by the appropriate 6 values. Production of
the control signal therefore requires the determination
of the correct carrier frequency, and the corresponding 0
modulations. The carrier frequency, which is equal to
the product of the output frequency and the carrier
multiple,is set by the FCT counter and the RCTcounter.
Dividing the clock input of the FCT counter by 3360
gives the output frequency, while the correct carrier
multiple is determined by gJting RCT clock pulses into
the RCT counter, with a gating time eq:J:!1 to a fixed
number of FCT clock pulses. For a givei"l frequency of
the RCT clock, the number of pulses counted in the
gating time will f,lI as the frequency of the FCT clock
increases. and this is used to derive a correspondingly
lower value of the carrier multiple.,

For each value of the carrier multiple. the decoder
holds a corresponding set of 6 values. £Jeh 6 value is

222

VCT

RCT

CW VAV OCT K L I

~!O.,.7,~OYCl
OYC2

CSP .A B C RSYN

Fig.4 Block diagram of H EF4752V
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Inverter drive signals

1l1cre :HC six main drive OUlPUlS which arc :lrr:mged in
complementary pairs. The pins :HC coded as follows.

For cX3mple. ORl'.-12 is the mJin drive waveform for [he
Red ph3se lower switching element.

Associated with e3ch main output is the 3uxili3ry
output used to trigger the commutation thyristor in 12
thyristor inverter systems. These outputs are identined
by a ·c as the third letler or the pin code, so that ORC2
is the commutation trigger pulse output associated with
ORM2.

The inverter drive signals can be obtained in two

Swilching
switching

or upper
for lower

o (output)
R, Y, or B (phJse il1dieJlion)
M (IllJil1)
I for output
element, or 2
element

First letter
Se<.:onu letter
TIlirc.1lcHer
Number

A pinning diagram of the HEF4752V le is shown in
Fig.S. The IC has 12 inverter drive OUtputs, three control
ompuls. four clock inputs. and seven data inputs.

INPUT{OUTPUT FUNCTIONS OF THE
HEF4752V

stored as a number, and the width of the corresponding
modulation is determined by the rate :It which -this
number is counted. The counting frequency used is the
VCT clock input, and the modulation depth is lhererore
inversely proportion::J1 to the frequency of the VCT
clock input.

From the cJrrier frequency, and the «5 modulations,
the decoder finally asscmbles the control signal. A tOl::l.1
of three control signals is produced by the decoder, onc
for each output stage. with a ph:lse difference of 1100

between cach signal.

PINr,zING

Inverter drive signals
8 DRM1
9 ORM2

10 ORCl
11 ORC2
22 OYM1
21 Oyi.12
20 OYC1
19 OYC2

3 DBM1
209M2
1 OB Cl

27 OBC2

OBe1 Voo

08"'2 " oeC2

08"'-' J " VAV

'eT 25

cw ,. L

OCT • " RSYH

K " OYMl
HEF"752V

OAM1 " OYM2

OAM2 " eYCI

()f!.CI I. " OYC2

OAC2 11 .. CO"

FCT " 11 vcr

A IJ .. C

Vss .. " •._-

Dara inputt
24
25

7
5

13
15
16

Clock inputt
12
17

4

6

L
I

K
CW
A

B
C

FCT
VCT
RCT
OCT

R-phase main
R-phase main
R-phase commutation
R-phase commutation
Y-phase main
V-phase main
Y-phase commutation
Y-phase commutation
B-phase main
B-phase main
B-phase commutation
a-phase commutation

data
data
data

data
data
data
data

frequency clock
vcltag'! clock
reference clock
output delay clock.

Cenrrol cUl',tluCf

23
26
lB

RSYN
VAV
CSP

A-phase synchronisation
average voltage
current sampling pulses

Fig.5 Pinning diagram
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TABLE 2

Phase sequence input CW

Data input CW

The phase sequence input CW is used to control the
direction of rotation of the motor by altering the phase
sequence. TItis is illustrated in Table 2. The phase
sequences shown in Table 2 represent the order in which
the phases pass through Z~rO voltage in a positive direc

tion.

bccome pulse trains with a n1ark·space ratio of 1:3, and
the commutation OUlputS becomc :J single pulse IJsting
for the first quarlcr of the interlock delay period. This is
used to facilitiale the use of trigger tr::msformcrs for
isobrion purposcs. The interlock delay period is set in

the same W:Jy :t.s th:lI used in the transistor mode. but in
this case th~ logic level ::1.1 input K and the frcquency of
OCT also control the frequency of the main output
pulse tr:Jins. which in turn \\ilI affect the choice of trigger
transformer. The delay period is selected to allow time
for the commutation circuit to operate and reset in the
12-thyristor circuit. or to set the minimum pulse width
for the six·thyristor sclf-commutated circuit. In this
mode, with L LOW, the three lower switching elements
in the inverter are triggered continuously, the upper
elements being inhibited. Typical output waveforms for
the thyristor mode are shown in Fig.7.

R,B.Y
R,Y,B

Phase sequence

LOW

HIGH

Input (IV

Data inputs I. K. and L

As explained above, input I determines whether the
inverter drive signals are in the thyristor or transistor
mode. Input I LOW corresponds to the tr:lnsistor mode;
input I HIGH corresponds to the thyristqr mode. In the
transistor mode the main upper and lower switching
elements in the inverter are switched HIGH alternately,
with an interlock del.y period (both switches LOW) at
each change over. During the delay period the commuta
tion output associated with the off·going main output is
set HIGH. The data input K, in association with the
clock input ocr. is used to .djust the length of the
interlock delay period. TIle details of this adjustment are
described under the discussion of clock input OCT.

Input L provides a stop/start facility. In the transistor
mode, with L LOW, all m.in and commutation signals
are inhibited, and with L HIGH, the normal modulated
block pulses continue. The action of Linhibits the actual
output circuits only, so that whire L is LOW the internal
circuits generating the output signals continue to operate.
Typical output waveforms for the transistor mode are
shown in Fig.6. Figures 6a to 6d show Ihe normal
inverter drive ourputf, and Fig.6c shows the internally·
generated control signal which effects the transition
between the upper and lower main drive outputs. Figures
6g 10 6j illustr.te the influence of changes in the level of
input L (Fig.6f) on the inverter drive outputs.

With, input I HIGH, thymlor mode, the main outputs

forms,_ onc mode for driving transistor inverters, the
other for thyristor inveners. The form produced by the
IC is determined by the logic level applied to the data
input I.

0'1, inputs

M 11015416

• 1 L.-J L.J Lr 'eo']b -.J I! n n I ORM2 L high

c Jl n n n fL- ORCl

d n n n n fl- ORC2

1 I L-J LJ U U-- inlernal COnlrol• signal

I I r-- L input

9 1 n I I r 'eo']n I ORM2h -.J l Irarying

11 n Il..- ORC!

n 0 Il.- ORC2

Fig.6 Typic4J1 output WlJVeforms for transistor modll
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•

d

• lL__---'

n n n
nJLnI lUll n

n n n

L....J LJ U

OAMI]
ORCl .

L 1"10':"
ORM2 -
QAC2

internal conltoi
siqnal

Linput

OACI ] L \l1!"f,ng

ORM2
ORC2___Hn ----'n'--- -l1UL

9 ,:-1__---.J L JUl.JUl.JUl.JLn'--- --'--_
h ll ,c- "n -J

Fig.7 Typical OUtput waveforms for thyristor mode

Data inputs A. B, and C

The three inputs A. B, :md C are provided roe use during

production testing. They are not used during normal

operation. when they must be connected to Vss (0 V).

Inpul A HIGH initi.lIises all the le cirCUits, and can be
used for reset. The use of input A is considered in detail

below under the discussion of switch·on conditions.

Oock inpu ts

There are four clock inputs which are used to control
the output waveforms. The following sections give a
guide to selecting the frequency. or range of frequencies.
for e.ch clock.

Frequency control clock FCT

The clock input FCT controls the inverter output
frequency fout • and therefore the motor speed. The
clock frequency fFCT is related to fOUl by the following
equation:

freT = 3360 X fOUl"

satisfies this requirement by making the output \'olt::lge

directly proportional la the output frequer:cy. TIle level

of the average inverter output voltage, at :! gi .... en output

frequency ,is controlled by the VCT clock i,.put, changes
in output voltJge being achieved by vJryi;-;g the modula

tion depth of the cJrrier. Increasing fYCT reduces' the

modulation depth. and hence the output Yoltage, while

decreasing fVCT has the opposite effect.

The maximuI!' undistorted sinusoidal output voltage,
which is obtainable in :I. given system, is determined by
the voltage of the d.c. link, V link ; the m::.ximum r.m.s.
value of the fundamental component is give:l by 0.624 X

V1ink• This voltage occurs at 100% modulatibn of the
carrier; that is, when some adjacent pulses ~re just Jbout
to merge. The output frequency at which this condition
can apply in a given system is determined by the Vt

product of the motor. The frequency at 100% modula·

tion, fout(m)' can be determined by relating the
maximum f.m.s. inverter output voltage to the motor
ratings as follows:

It is permissible la stop the FeT dock during system
oper:l.tion, the effecl being to switch the outputs to either
all MI or all M2 outputs, and this occurs irrespective of

the st.re of input I.

Voltage control clock VCT

An induction motor is governed by the general expression:

d~>
V = Ndt"

so th:ll to maintain constant motor flux, the voltage-time·
product Vt must be kept constant. 111e le automatically

where fN is the motor r:lted frequency :lOd V N the motor
rJted Lm.s. voltage.

Once fout(m) has been established, J V:llue of fYeT
can be uetcrmincd which wiU set the Vt product
correctl}' throughout the frequency rJnge of the motOr

to be controlled. 1l1is nominJl value of [veT is denoted

by fYCT(nom).and is related to foul(m) by:

fVCT(nom) = 6720 X foul(m)-

With fV("T lixed.t fVCT(nnm)' the oUtput volt,.e will
be a linc:lr function of the output frcqucncy up to

foul(m). Any required variation in this lincJr relJtion·
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ship is obtained by changing [VCT. For example, to
double the output voltage at low frequencies,- as a
possible compensation for 'JR' losses, [YCT is made
equal to 0.5 fYCT(nom)'

TIle freelJency ratio [rT.T/fvCT is importJnt in
system desig.n. At 100'70 modulation j[ will have J vJlue
given by:

2 kHz, fRCT = 2 X 280 = 560 kHz, and referring to
Fig.9. the value of f, for fout = 50 Hz (2 X 25) :",ill be
1.5 kHz (2 X 0.75) at a pulse rate of 30 puis" per out·
put cycle. Referring to Figs.8 and 9, it c:m be seen that
the range of rout that wiU keep [s in lhe band 2 to
1.2 kHz will be 7.1 Hz (2 X 3.55) to 133 Hz (2 X 66.5),
provided the rOlio frcT/fYCT is less than 0.5.

Below 0.5 the modulation is sinusoidal, while above
0.5 the phase wJVefOml approaches a squarewave. giving
a quasi-squarewave line-to·line voltage_ At approximately
2.5, the full squarcwave is obtained. Above 3.0, the
waveform becomes unstable as the internal synchronising
circuits cannot function correctly. and 3.0 is therefore
the recommended limit.

Reference clock RCT

RCT is a fixed clock which is used to set the ma.ximum
inverter switching frequency fs(max)' The clock
frequency, fRCT' is related to f,(m. x) by the following
equation: '

fRCT = 280 X f,(m.x)·

The absolute minimum value of the inverter switching

frequency, f'Cmin)' is set by the IC at 0.6 f,(ma)'
These figures apply provided frCT is within the range

0.043 fRCT to 0.8 fRCT' and frCT/fvCT is less
than 0.5.

Figures 8 and 9 show the variation of inverter switch·
ing frequency plotted against output frequency with
fRCT = 280 kHz. and f,(m.x) = I kHz. To obtain the
eqUivalent figures for different values of fsrmax)' both
scales and fRCT should be multiplied by the required
value of fs(m:u) in kHz. For example. with fs(nux);::

[VCT{nom)

3360 X fouHm )

6720 X foutCm)

= 0.5.

Omput delay clock OCT

The ocr clock input. operating in conjunction with the
data input K, is used to set the interlock de!:Jy period
which is required at the changeover between the comple.
mentary outputs of each phase. For a thyristor inverter,
wh.ere the output thyristors are triggered by a train of
pulses (mark·s?ace ratio 1:3), aCT and K have the addi
tional function of determining the frequency of the
pulse train.

The. operation of aCT and K is shown in Table 3.
Whenever possible input K should be HIGH as this keeps
the jitter caused by lack of synchronisation between
FCT ,nd aCT to a minimum. In many cases a design
ec·onomy can be obtained by using the same clock for
both RCT and OCT. .

Control outputs

Oscilloscope synchronisation RSYN

This is a pulse output of frequency fout and pulse width
identical to the VCT clock pulse. It is timed to OCCUr
just before the positive·going zero transition of the
R·phase voltage. It therefore provides a stable reference
for triggering an oscilloscope.

Ourput ,'oltage simulation VA V

VAV is a digital waveform which simulates the average
value of the expected line-ta-line voltage of the inverter
output; however, it excludes the effect of the interlock

TABLE 3

. Operation of clock input ocr· and data input K

K

LOW

HIGH

Interlock delay period
rns

8/fOCT

16/fOCT

Trigger pulse frequency
kHz

Trigger pulse width
ms

2/fOCT

4/fOCT
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inve.rter
switching
fre.Quency f
1kHz)

1. 2 5

1.0

0.15

0.5

0.25

o

•

~12Qpulses

I
l' 8<1 60 41 30/ Y/'

I 1/ ·v V 15"('"
-

iJ 1// : fs (min)

,
1

- 1

168 pulses fRCT'" 280kHz.
I
1
1
I

- 1
I
I
I

, 1
, • I

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 66.570 80 90

12x66.5= 1331
output frequency 'OUl (Hz)

Fig.8 Inverter switching frequency against output frequency (full rangel

inverter
switching
frequency fs
(kHz)

1.25

1. 0 0 +.=-::-c:=-r::::->---;c:-c;r---;c:;-,,-----=71-------;;-;;---;?r--------:-:-"?.,1
168puls~ 20 30 21

\
15 pulses

's(minl

fACT -- 280kHz
0.50

0.25

0.75
(2xO.15--1.5)

-+---J'-'---L.---"-~--"---""-----:----"=---_:...:'-'-.-"-k:::::"-;---l

o

output frequency 'out 1Hz I

o 3.555 10
(2x3.5S"7.1)

15 20 25 30
12Jr. 2S -- 50}

35 40 45 48

Fig.9 Inverter switching fr~uency against output frktuency (expanded scale for low frequencies)
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deby set by the K and aCT inputs. .and is present
irrespective of the L input state. TIle VAV signal has a
frequency equal to rhe inverter switching frequency (auto

and:l. modulation given by 6[oul-

VAV is useful for c1osed·loop control of fYCT to

obt:l.in some improvement in the linearity of vOll;J~e

with frequency when the frequency ratio fFCT/fYCT is
greater th::r.n 0.5. TIle variation of VAV v.ith frequency
ratio is shown in Fig.J O.

1.0

normalised
average

voll"!JC

VAV

0.5

O-f------,------r-'

Inverter sH';rching output CS?

The output CSP is a pulse train at twice the inverter
switching frequency. The falling edge of each pulse
occurs at the POiIH of zero modulation of the main out·
puts. When fr-cT/fVCT exceeds 0.5, CS? represents the
theoretic::lI inverter frequency; however. because of the
merging of pulses from over-modulation, the actual
switching frequency will be less. As with the VAV
output, CSP is unaffected by the state of input L

o 0.5

Fig.10 VAV .against fFCT/rVCT

1.0

APPLICATION ADVICE

Proper operation of the le requires limitations on the
frequency ratio fr-CT/fyCT ' and on 'the range of f FCT.
These limitations have already been described under the
discussion of the clock inputs VCT and RCT. Three
additional conditions for ensuring satisfactory perform
ance are now considered.

Start/stop input L

If input L is used in the thyristor mode, care must be
taken to e~sure that the switching edges are dean. For
example, if some switch bounce occurs when switching
to the LOW condition, then this can resul.t in one or
more of the Ml outputs being on instead of all the M2
outputs. A simple circuit to overCome this problem.
together with the corresponding output wave~orm, is
shown in Fig.! I .

input

VDD

10Ckn
1 nF

2

8

9

'nF

1.1

Switch-on conditions

For safe operation an initial switch-on period is required.
during which the thyrislor trigger circuits or transistor
drive circuits arc inhibited. and the correct clock :md
input conditions are established. During the first half of
the switch-on period, the internal le circuit should be
reset. This can be done by either applying a HIGH signal
la input A, or running the FCT clock for at least
3360 FCT pulses.

The required input stales on 311 inputs must be estab
lished during the second half of this period. If FCT is to

input

output

Ibl

Fig.11 Circuit for use with L input to ensure a minimum
pulse width: lal Circuit with pinning corresponding to le

type HEF4093. (b) Input/outPUt pulse trains
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M808!o.o'17

OACI t----+------- red pha!oe Cl

OR It. If-----'-',----. 3
r--~ r~d phase M 1

The ne.xt article in this series will describe the
411ulogue conrrol section.

Minimum pulse width

From Figs.6 ~nd 7 it can be seen th::lt once (he control
signal (waveforms Ge :md 7e) produces J pulse width
equal to, or less rh:ln, the in te rlock del~y, the J pproprialc
main output is reduced to a narrow pulse. The width of
this pulse is IjfoCT and it is always followed by a full·
width commutation pulse. In the transistor mode, this
narrow pulse will nonnaIly have little or no dfect on the
inverter. However. in the thyristor mode the correct triG'
gering of the main thyristor may require the connection
of the commutation pulse to the main pulse via an OR~

function, A circuit to achieve this result is shown in
Fig.I2.

~ red phase M 2
OR M2f-----"',____.

I
I

I
I
HEF4752V

(part)

L_0~C2 t----+------~ '~d phm C 2

Fig.12 Circuit tor producing a full length triggo::r pulse
under minimum pulse width conditions. Pinning corres'

ponds to le type HEF4071

be started from zerO during normal operation, it is
advisable to run the FCT clock. at about 0.04 fRCT
during the second half of the switch-on period for at
least 3360 pulses, otherwise the output circuits will be
set at J5 pulses per cycle for the first few pulses, instead
of 168, which could result in damage to the inverter.
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l,quired oulpul frequency Frequency Conlrnl ClocI For nnrlal op,ration For Bonlling oulpu
.npul Inpul B'lnw 0.5 ,ine .av, above 0.5 Vnllage

a Quali - Squar, .ave. 3 i, lhe Li.il

2 HI 6120 Hr
3 HI 10080 Hr
l HI lWO Hr
5 HI 16800 Hr 0.051270 0.102511
6 HI 20160 HI 0.0615H o.1l3019
1 HI 23520 HI
8 HI 26880 Hr
9 HI 30W HI

10 HI 33600 Hr
11 HI 36960 HI
12 HI lOm HI O.llJOH 0.W099
13 HI m80 HI 0.13330l 0.266608
HHI l1Ol0 HI .0.W558 0.287116
15 HI 50100 Hr 0.153812 0.3016H
.. HI 53160 Hr 0.16l066 0.328lJ3
•• HI 51120 Hr 0.1 H320 O. H8611
18 HI 60m HI O.lmH 0.369119
19 HI 6J810 Hr 0.191819 0.389658
10 HI moo HI 0.205083 o.110166
25 HI 81000 Hr o.mm 0.512108
26 HI 81360 Hr 0.166608
11 HI 90120 HI 0.216862
28 HI H080 Hr 0.281116
29 HI 91HO HI 0.291310
30 HI 100800 HI 0.3016H
II HI 10WO HI 0.311819 0.635158
32 HI 101510 HI
33 HI 110880 HI
H HI llmO HI
35 HI 111600 HI
36 HI 120960 HI
J1 HI IHJ20 HI
38 HI 111680 HI

~I lllOlO HI
~u HI 13HOO HI 0.110166 o.810m
50 HI 168000 HI 0.51l108 1.0l5116
51 HI 111360 HI
52 HI 1HllO HI
53 HI 118080 HI
5l HI 18lUO HI
55 HI lil800 HI
56 HI 188160 HI
51 HI 191510 HI
58 HI 19mO HI
59 HI mHO HI
60 HI 201600 HI
61 HI 101960 HI 0.62550l 1. 251008
62 HI 108320 HI
63 HI 111680 HI
6lHI l150l0 HI
65 HI l18lOO HI



66 H, lll160 HI
61 H, 115110 H,
68 RI mm HI
69 H, ll1ilO h
10 H, 135200 h 0.111191 l.mm
11 H, mm H,
11 H, H1920 H,
13 RI H5280 H,
H H, H86l0 h
15 H, 151000 H,
16 H, 155360 H,
11 H, 158110 h
18 H, 161080 h
19 H, 165HO h
80 H, 168800 H, 0.810lJJ I.6l0666
81 H, 111160 H,
81 Hz 115510 H,
83 H, 118880 H,
ilRI 18lHO H,
., RI 185600 RI
.. 0 Hz 188960 h
81 RI 19l1lO H,
88 H, 195680 HI
89 HI mOlO h
90 HI 30HOO h 0.911SH I.8l5H9
91 H, 305160 h
91 HI 309110 HI
93 H, mm H,
9l HI J158lO HI
95 H, 3imo H,
96 HI 311560 HI
91 HI 315m HI
98 RI 319180 RI
99 H, J3lm HI

100 H, 336000 HI 1.0l5116 2.050833

K.in. lnput =
D.C Link Yolt.ge =
Kotor rated frequency =
Kotor i.ted r ••.•• volt.ge =

ilO Yolts A.C.
196.9l Yolt. D.C.

100 h
380 Yolts A.C.

The Frequency .t 100\ Modul.tion = l8.16061 HI

Volt.ge control clock VCT

To douhle the vnlt.ge .t 10ier Frequencie.
loltiply F (VCT norm) hy 0.5 = 163835.8 HI

Reference clock (iCT) = 561000 RI



Hali.un !.itching frequency =
Hini.un !.itching freqnency =

1015 Hz
l1l5 RI

I, FC! in range
For llinimull
For Haxi...

Blil Hz FCr
~53600 Hz FC!

\
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